International Volunteer Workcamps - season 2008
Slovenia
	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 10.1	RENO	14.07.2008	27.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SI-SCI 10.1 SALTPANS, Secovlje
	14/7–27/7
	6 vols
	Description: RENO, HERI, ENVI
	
	The saltpans of Secovlje are a technical and ethnological patrimony (UNESCO Convention on wetlands), which is 
	of great importance for substainance of the littoral ecosystem. The camp will help stopping the disappearance of 
	picturesque Mediterranean landscape. Volunteers will contribute to reactivation of saltpans with the aim of recreate 
	the traditional way of producing salt. 
	W: Work will consist of reconstruction of some saltpans pools, helping Rinaldo, the last saltman by the traditional 
	salt harvest and raising awareness among people through the media. Work will be very demanding especially 
	because of the summer heat (aver. temp. is above 30C). 
	S: Getting familiar with saltpans ecosystem, study trips in the vicinity. 
	A: Old house near the sea used for storing the salt, no electricity and no running water (showers will not be 
	provided every day). The volunteers will prepare food by themselves. 
	L: English 
	Q: Highly motivated volunteers with a sense for self-initiative at work and also at the study case. Camp is not 
	accessible for wheelchair users 
	T: Ljubljana (Slovenia), Trieste (Italy)
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 10.2	RENO	13.07.2008	25.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SI-SCI 10.2 GRAŠČINA PODGRAD, Vransko
	13/7-25/7
	16 vols
	Description: RENO, HERI
	
	The manor house Podgrad in Vransko was for a long time abandoned and not used by local community. Now it is in
	 the process of renovation. The aim of this process is to create  a cultural center that will enrich life in a small town
	 Vransko with different artistic acticities.
	W: renovation of the wooden window frames and sutters at manor house; the work will mainly consist of 
	sanddusting and painting. Cleaning of tha manor park, remobing old plants and planting new trees.
	s: preservation of historic buildings, arhitectual interventions in historically rich environment
	A: basic dormitory-like accomodation in the manor house 
	L: English (organising team speak Japanese, Freanch and Italian)
	T: Ljubljana airport
	X: Weelchair accessability is poor. Families are welcome, provided they are willing to participate in baby-sitting 
	activities.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 4.1	DISA	23.06.2008	10.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SI-SCI 4.1 DVA TOPOLA 1, Izola
	23/6–10/7 
	6 vols
	Description: DISA
	 
	Muscular Dystrophy Association of Slovenia bought an old former hospital with a park situated close by the shore 
	of Izola. Project has been established to organize physical assistance to the disabled for their daily routine and to 
	provide social rehabilitation for them in contacts and conversation with young people from other countries with 
	different views, ways of thinking, culture and knowledge. One of the basic aims is that the disabled and the 
	volunteers spend some pleasant weeks by the sea.  
	
	W: Assistance in moving around, assistance in swimming in the sea, assistance in distributing food and tiding, 
	organising entertainment, cultural events and various social occasions (games, courses,...). 
	S: workshop on muscular dystrophy
	A: in the centre Dva topla
	L: English 
	Q: good organisation, creativity and a sense of responsibility are necessary. 
	T: Ljubljana, Trieste
	x: Early camp
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 4.2	DISA	10.07.2008	27.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SI-SCI 4.2 DVA TOPOLA 2, Izola
	10/7–27/7 
	6 vols
	Description: DISA
	
	
	Muscular Dystrophy Association of Slovenia bought an old former hospital with a park situated close by the shore 
	of Izola. Project has been established to organize physical assistance to the disabled for their daily routine and to 
	provide social rehabilitation for them in contacts and conversation with young people from other countries with 
	different views, ways of thinking, culture and knowledge. One of the basic aims is that the disabled and the 
	volunteers spend some pleasant weeks by the sea.  
	
	W: Assistance in moving around, assistance in swimming in the sea, assistance in distributing food and tiding; 
	organizing entertainment, cultural events and various social occasions (games, courses,...). 
	S: workshop on muscular dystrophy
	A: in the centre
	L: English 
	Q: good organisation, creativity and a sense of responsibility are necessary. 
	T: Ljubljana, Trieste
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 4.3	DISA	27.07.2008	13.08.2008	18-26
	description
	SI-SCI 4.3 DVA TOPOLA 3, Izola
	27/7–13/8 
	6 vols
	Description: DISA
	
	Muscular Dystrophy Association of Slovenia bought an old former hospital with a park situated close by the shore 
	of Izola. Project has been established to organize physical assistance to the disabled for their daily routine and to 
	provide social rehabilitation for them in contacts and conversation with young people from other countries with 
	different views, ways of thinking, culture and knowledge. One of the basic aims is that the disabled and the 
	volunteers spend some pleasant weeks by the sea. 
	W: Assistance in moving around, assistance in swimming in the sea, assistance in distributing food and tiding; 
	organizing entertainment, cultural events and various social occasions (games, courses,...). 
	S: workshop on muscular dystrophy
	A: in the centre
	L: English 
	Q: good organisation, creativity and a sense of responsibility are necessary. 
	T: Ljubljana, Trieste
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 4.4	DISA	13.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	SI-SCI 4.4 DVA TOPOLA 4, Izola
	13/8–30/8 
	6 vols
	Description: DISA
	 
	Muscular Dystrophy Association of Slovenia bought an old former hospital with a park situated close by the shore 
	of Izola. Project has been established to organize physical assistance to the disabled for their daily routine and to 
	provide social rehabilitation for them in contacts and conversation with young people from other countries with 
	different views, ways of thinking, culture and knowledge. One of the basic aims is that the disabled and the 
	volunteers spend some pleasant weeks by the sea. 
	W: Assistance in moving around, assistance in swimming in the sea, assistance in distributing food and tiding; 
	organizing entertainment, cultural events and various social occasions (games, courses,...). 
	S: workshop on muscular dystrophy
	A: in the centre
	L: English 
	Q: good organisation, creativity and a sense of responsibility are necessary. 
	T: Ljubljana, Trieste
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 4.5 	DISA	12.09.2008	19.09.2008	18-26
	SI_SCI 4.5 
	description
	SI-SCI 4.5 SEMIC, Semic
	12/9–19/9 
	6 vols
	Description: DISA
	 
	
	The aim of the camp is to organize physical assistance to the disabled, paraplegics and tetraplegics, for their daily 
	routine and to provide social rehabilitation for them through contacts and conversation with volunteers. 
	W: The vols will help paraplegics and tetraplegics (the members of our association). They will talk with them and 
	spend time together, play chess and cards. The volunteers will not need to help our members in a sense of 
	personal hygiene. During the camp we will organize some tours around Bela Krajina and South of Slovenia.  
	S: the volunteers will learn about problems of day to day life of our members.
	A: in a house together with our members
	L: English and Slovenian 
	Q: the association prefers students of humanistic sciences, we would be glad to accept a student which is a 
	paraplegic too. 
	T: Ljubljana, the association will take care of the transport from Ljubljana
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 5.1	KIDS	30.06.2008	18.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SI-SCI 5.1 IGRALNICA NOVE POLJANE, Ljubljana
	30/6–18/7 
	6 vols 
	Description:KIDS 
	
	Every summer we organise a camp for children who spend their holidays at home in Ljubljana, who are mostly poor
	 children from big parts of Ljubljana which are grown in the age of the so called transition. The neighbourhood 
	Poljane is very big, there are a lot of children, families that are not very communicative.   
	W: we offer activities for this children. Our camp intends to help children from poor families to increase their 
	socialisation. This camp wants to offer this children equal opportunities also to enjoy holidays full of freedom, fun 
	and creativity. 
	A: student rooms, good to bring sleeping bags too
	L: English
	Q: Camp is not accessible for wheelchair users, volunteers from 20 and more years old, experiences with children 
	and organising workshops for children 
	T: Ljubljana
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Slovenia	SI-SCI 9.1	LANG	27.06.2008	06.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SI-SCI 9.1 JEZIKI NA OBISKU, Pišece
	27/6- 6/7
	24 vols, volunteers only from Serbia
	Description: LANG, RENO
	
	Pišece is a small town in a demografic endangered pat of Slovenia. For years now, local community is organising 
	different activities connected with Slovene language with the aim to enrich activities in local community, especially
	 for youth. This year they will organise a workcamp for Serbian youth and students who are studing Slovene 
	language and give them an opportunity to study language in Slovenia.     
	W: assistance at reconstruction of the hayrack and Slovene language workshops.
	S: art, culture, history
	A: in aschool (sleeping rooms, bathroom). Sleeping bags are needed. Lunch will be provided in a school kitchen, 
	breakfast and diner is prepared by volunteers
	L: Slovene, Croatian, Serbian, English (basic knowledge of Slovene is desired)
	Q: basic knowledge of Slovene, students of Slovene language
	T: Ljubljana, Zagreb
	X: only Serbian volunteers
_________________________________________________________________________
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